Have you ever felt frustrated learning about social issues, but not knowing how to take action? Are you interested in helping fight wage theft, the abuse of workers during COVID, and worker powerlessness? Join our small intensive action-oriented course on labor rights. The course is designed to give you an opportunity to be part of making change, to collaborate with community organizations, to develop organizing and/or research skills, and to build your resume. The course will also broaden your understanding of labor rights and of engaged learning.

Gen S 480 Engaged Citizenship and Social Responsibility counts as an upper division GE (explorations in social and behavioral sciences) and as a diversity class, and can count as an upper division Sociology elective.

The class meets Wednesday from 3:30-6:10 p.m. and requires outside fieldwork that can be arranged around your own schedule.

If you are interested please contact:
Jill Esbenshade at jesbensh@sdsu.edu